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About This Game

Camp W puts you in the role of a young Witch experiencing their first ever summer away from home at sleepaway camp. But
there’s a twist! (Isn’t there always?) Though you’re from the Witching Realm, where magic is commonplace, you’ll be enrolling
at a summer camp for Humans who have long since forgotten that Witchcraft exists. While summering in the Human Realm,

you'll have to conceal your identity and make sure not to get caught practicing your craft. Make friends, cast spells, and uncover
secrets during your first ever summer away from home. Welcome to Camp W!
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Features

Friending Simulator - Camp W is filled with interesting characters, but everyone can’t be your best friend -- that would be
exhausting. You’ll have to decide which campers interest you the most and then get to know them and their stories over the

course of your playthrough.

Mysteries Await - There’s more to a summer at Camp W than kickball and friendship bracelets. Discover secrets about the
history of the Witching Realm and battle evil forces who threaten to rain on your summer fun.

Get Your “Choose” On - You decide which camp activities to attend, which questions to ask, and how you want to respond at
critical moments throughout the game. One playthrough won’t be enough to explore every path of this branching story.

A Hand-Drawn World - Visit more than twenty beautifully illustrated locations--during the day and at night--and hang out with
fifteen fun characters, all of which feature a range of fun poses and expressions. Not to mention your Grimoire, which will fill

up with drawings as you play through the game.

Collectables Galore - Cast 12 different spells, earn 18 unique badges, and unlock 60+ illustrated memories. You’ll have to
replay the game to see them all, but it’s worth it--and you’ll earn achievements along the way.

All-Ages...But Not Just For Kids - Camp W was designed to be enjoyed by all ages, and we mean it. Youngsters and adults
alike will find a lot to love about the story, dialogue, humor and drama throughout the game.

Original Score - A complete score featuring more than a dozen tracks composed just for this game by talented composer and
musician Davey Thomas Tucker. Listen to it online for yourself right here!
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Just bought this a couple of days ago and ive gotta say if your into crafting,survival games its a no brainer at the price. Addictive
game and can only get better with time and content.. The classic from the PS2. Only complaint is how short it is. It'll only take
3-4hrs to beat if you just play through. Try to catch it on sale, you could probably get it $10 cheaper. Surprisingly not bad.

If you like the Touhou characters and Wizardrylikes, this is basically for you.
If you don't much care for Touhou but still like Wizardry, it's still got some appeal.

It's more along the lines of Elminage than a hardcore standalone series - that is, it takes the basic mechanics from the early Wiz
games and adapts them with some QoL features - and adds a bunch of hit-and-miss humor and cutesy art. The game itself plays
quite well, and while I wouldn't reccommend it for people looking for the next Grimoire, it will definitely fill a void if you've
already played through games like Unlimited Adventures, Labyrinth of Refrain and the like.

Plus the price is very reasonable.. not bad but i dont like it for those reason

1 fuel run out too quickly

2 your plane is too easy to shoot down.... maybe i just dont know how to fly...

3 payload too limited, if you carry a full payload of bomb you cant fill you gaz tank and can only fly for a very very short time.

4 no cheat to go around those annoying thing. Breathing Fear - is a project that combines several genres, such as adventure,
horror, indie. Decorated graphically all the old-style, like the game of the nineties. History of the game tells the story of an
escaped imprisonment, which miraculously turns into a mysterious house. A house is not quite simple xDDD. Actually, our task
to explore the house using any possible lighting. In the house there are various scripting actions flown like a shadow or a variety
of frightening sounds. From these actions in our character increases blood pressure and you have to swallow the tablets, not to
die. The game has very good sound component that supports the atmosphere of "horror". Along the way we come across various
clippings and notes. Which sheds light on the history of the house.
The game, currently unfinished until the end, to achieve can not be opened, there are some other flaws, so I advise you not to
rush to spend their money on it. For lovers of icons - there is a trading card.. Charming, simple, and fun. A great little game..
good game to pass some time with the best bit being the kiil cam and slow mo head shots... Lovely little game, I would love for
it to have so many more levels than the few it has.
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This might be the worst game I've bought. First of all, When I entered the game and changed resolution(1920x1080), the game
just crashed for many times. After I get in the game progress hardly , just crash, And Guess what? When I changed language
option, It crashed again. After I leaved the game and entered again, the option all be reset.
  And I tried get in several time, my profile is gone ......It barely can played in the game, even though deleted the game and
download again...same problem.
  It seems I can run the game normally when I use the original resolution option(not very sure), but it hurt my eyes........
  I've play so many games and Don't encounter the situation. It exceed the refund deadline, or I'll refund it to get back my
money.. With a metactric score of 49 when writing this review I might have passed this one by, but my affinity for pixely
graphics and throwback gameplay compelled me to give this game a shot.

In Bad Bots, you play as Sam McRae aboard the Titan Hauler in this side-scrolling 'metrovania' style shooter. With a plot right
out of an Asimov novel, Sam McRae finds himself the only survivor of a robotic uprising incited by a malevolent AI; a story we
are all familiar with, but maybe originality isn't what this game is going for.

I've spent just about a half-hour in game by the time of doing this review, maybe that's too short but in my opinion it was easy to
see where the game was going. In either case, feel free to take my review with a grain of salt due to my lack of time in the game.

In a very crowded market of side-scrollers does Bad Bots have what it takes to stand a head taller than the rest? Personally, I
don't think so. Maybe it's just my affinity for this sort of games but I feel like Bad Bots could have been a good game but the
game's overall lack of polish and thoughtfulness hold it back. First of all, there's very little music in the game, I even thought the
game was broken at first. I suspect it was aiming for a Half-Life vibe but I don't think it achieves this. In Half-life there are
many other sound effects and visuals to occupy your attention, but with Bad Bots you're left with an aural void that doesn't feel
particularly artistic and more like the developers trying to save money. I mentioned previously that this game lacked
thoughtfulness; unlike a well thought out game of this genre where every room and enemy is placed with intention, rooms in this
game seem to be thrown in arbitrarily and filled with rows of identical enemies. It's also nearly impossible to avoid being hit as
enemies shoot with laser precision (hey, they're robots after all) through all manner of platforms and other obstetrical. To
compensate the level is loaded with copious amounts of ammo and health and in my book this is a sign of weak level design.

In my first 30 minutes of gameplay I was able to make it to the first boss; they actually busted out the music for this battle. The
boss quickly fell to my weapon in the matter of seconds. This lack of challenge doesn't inspire me to keep playing and leaves me
with an empty gaming experience. I supect the challenge level would increase later on, but based on the previous gameplay how
much of this challenge is derived from unavoidable damage taken from laser accurate gunfire.

Bad Bots appears to be a port of a Xbox game so it does support USB controllers. Conversely it seems they put minimal effort into
doing a proper PC port as it lacks any options to rebind keys or even view what the keyboard controls art. Even the ingame control
hits still show the Xbox buttons when you are using a keyboard\/mouse. Playing with the keyboard and mouse literally required me
to guess what the buttons are.

On the positive side, besides for the pixely graphics and retro gameplay (which is entirely subjective) the feel on destroying enemies
is quite good. The game features storyboards that narrate the story and the overall presentation is decent but the previously
mentioned flaws keep me from recommending this title. It's a shame as I feel this game did have potential.

Score: 5\/10. If you liked Sins of a Solar Empire then you will absolutely LOVE Star Ruler. - Everything like Sins, just bigger and
more interactive. You can create galaxies that contain over 10k+ Solarsystems and the same amount of ship which you can even
design yourself.. Hit the road Jack and don't cha come back
No more
What'd you say?⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐. This was a fun one of these games that I seem to like too much. I enjoy slowly taking over areas on the
map and building up my arsenal and abilities and resources. Very cool to train animals to fight along side you. Had a lot of fun
with the sabre-tooth tiger as my companion for most of the game. Great little animations everywhere including watching your
animal companions get their own "meat" to heal themselves.

My only complaint was after all my 40 hours playing the game it ended up with a really bad "boss Fight" that only highlighted the
clunky control scheme and was very frustrating because of that. They mapped so many functions on the controller that was ok
during normal gameplay but in the boss fight it was a major limitation fumbling around on the controller and kind of left a bad
taste in my mouth after all the time I spent playing.
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But all in all it looked and played great. A very interesting diversion of the usual high tech gameplay.

One funny thing is when you start on fire, and you start on fire a LOT, is the voice actor sounds RIDICULOUS making what I
assume is supposed to be grunting on fire sounds... LOL. Well worth the 5$, super fun to play with friends.. Unless I am missing
something why can you not move while shooting? I was expecting a melee attack with the warrior. The 8 direction not moving while
shooting thing is kind of awkward. I don't know if this was worth buying but I'll keep it anyways as a token of appreciation. It's too
bad I am kind of dissapointed. Oh well live and learn.
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